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What makes Quantum ... Quantum?

--
Goal: Quantum computingas a

completionof classical computing



Computational Effects make programs
do actually useful things:

- receive input, outputont
-use randomness -vennthenee -provide multiple answers l

and absolutely useless

Monads, Applicatives, Arrows, Completions:

product Freyd
preserving categories x->functors

7



Quantum Computation via Computational Effects

Add quantumfeatures toclassical reversible functional programming

measurement, decoherence, nontermination



Is Quantum capability a computational effect?

autiv:1012,6035



What makes universal (quantum) computing?

classical computing:NAND gate

#
classical reversible computing;TOFFOLI gate

Paysaz

quantum (reversible) computing (Ahanever-Shil:

Toffoli+ Hadamand
is computationally universal



I:a reversible combinator language



It is universal for classical reversible computing:



Semantics of it: rig category (K, Q, I, 0,0) aname-I

A*(BC) =(A* B) (Aa ORA =0

(A+B)0c =(ANC) o(Bac Abo =0

e.g. FinBij, Hop,Hill, Murtary

In (Elguetal:FinBijisbi-initialinRigcat:

every rigcat &has a rig functor FinBij-

unique up to natural iso

Cr:it is fully abstractwrt itsFinBi- semantics:

#C,1= 1c.AinFinBij> IC.I= ICHinany rig cat

So it is the programminglanguage of rig cats;has TOFFOL:but not
Hadamand.



Classical semantis Twisted semantics

INOTI =NOT for 2x2 unitary M

#ToffoliI =Toffoli #I =M
= "

IcIoM

i) M =R, (Y)

thenINOTIm= H

~ Toffoli
- ↑

&

Toffoli
X Hadamand ~ Hademand

Need both
for universal quantum computation!

What if we had two languages?



How to bake a Quantum i

Asimple programming language for combining programs written in two other languages

Types:same as i

Terms:[C,, 22, 23, 2n,...] computationally attheComposition: list concatenation

Identities:empty list



Semantics ofQuantum i

①Automorphism construction ② Amalgamation of sym. mon, cats

LetIbe semi-simple rig cat, Let C, ID be sym.men cuts a same objs.
and R:10I -> I*I.

Make Antp(K) with same objects as a
Make Amalg14, ID) with same objects

and conjugated muphisms
and maphisms [fi, fz, t3, fu.f5ft....]
with 20d(fi) =dem/fixi) subject to

thenAntr(K) againrig cat (=()
If,..ifm, id,fazz....fr]-[fs. ....fu,futz,fu]
Iffun,fate.....ful Its, ..., fiofurs, ...,fu]

Furtheridentify & in4 and ID.

Then Amaly 14, ID) is again sym.
mon.cat.

Unitary gives semantics for i Amaly (Ninitary. Autry(inmtany)

Aufss(Mustang for i gives semantics for Quantumi



Carefully chosen semantics
is computationally universal

Can equationabout it and it guarantee this?

Prop:It is unique real, unitary involutive transfamation
between computational basisand mutually unbiased one
up to correction by X and -1

·Add states & effects (as further computational effects), definecopy (and copy)

· Demand Frobenius:V= 5 -48 =14+

Demand complementanty::11
thenNOTisinitive transformationbetween mutually

unbiased bases

One mas equationmakes NOT real.



Canonicity by complementanty



&What's the effect?

A:K -> Amaly (C, AntplK1) isa Freyd category
i.e. a computational effect over theprogramminglanguage (H) of K

c.f. SILG:Iadhou Q:Can effectsystem
give moreprincipled
solution?



ReasoninginQuantum i

Formalised inAgoa




